
The Rise of the Videogame Zinesters:
Empowering Creativity in Gaming
Video games have come a long way since their inception. From simple pixelated
graphics to fully immersive virtual realities, the medium has evolved to become a
powerful tool for storytelling, entertainment, and even art. However, during its
journey to mainstream success, the industry sometimes left behind the voices of
independent developers and creators who wanted to bring their unique visions to
life. This is where the rise of the videogame zinesters comes in.

Videogame zinesters are a diverse group of individuals who are passionate about
creating unconventional, personal, and often politically charged video games.
They reject the idea that games should only be produced by large studios with big
budgets and instead focus on empowering individuals to create games that truly
reflect their experiences and ideas.

What are Videogame Zinesters?

Videogame zinesters, a term coined by Anna Anthropy in her book "Rise of the
Videogame Zinesters," are game developers who operate outside the traditional
gaming industry. They are influenced by the ethos of zine culture – small, self-
published magazines that often focus on marginalized voices and perspectives.
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Similarly, videogame zinesters aim to create games that challenge the status quo
and provide a platform for underrepresented voices. They experiment with
different game mechanics, art styles, and narratives to create unique and
thought-provoking gaming experiences.

The Power of DIY

One of the defining characteristics of videogame zinesters is their embrace of DIY
(Do-It-Yourself) culture. They prioritize accessibility and often use easy-to-learn
game development tools such as Twine, RPG Maker, or GameMaker to create
their games.

This accessibility is a game-changer for many aspiring developers who want to
express themselves through games but lack formal programming or art
education. The DIY ethos empowers individuals to take control of their creative
endeavors and showcase their unique perspectives.

By encouraging self-expression and democratizing game development,
videogame zinesters breathe new life into an industry that sometimes stifles
creativity in favor of profit and mass appeal.

The Intersection of Art and Activism

Videogame zinesters often use their games as a means of activism, addressing
social, political, and personal issues. These games act as powerful tools for
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advocacy and raise awareness about topics that are often ignored or
misrepresented in mainstream media and commercial video games.

For example, games like "Queers in Love at the End of the World" by Anna
Anthropy and "Papers, Please" by Lucas Pope tackle themes of queer love
during the apocalypse and the ethical challenges faced by immigration officers,
respectively. These games provide players with unique perspectives and
challenge them to think critically about these complex issues.

Furthermore, the rise of the videogame zinesters has paved the way for greater
diversity and representation in gaming. Through their games, they amplify the
voices of marginalized groups, challenge stereotypes, and promote inclusivity.

The Impact of Videogame Zinesters

The rise of the videogame zinesters has had a profound impact on the gaming
industry and the wider culture as a whole. They have expanded the definition of
what a video game can be and challenged the notion that gaming is solely about
entertainment.

Their contributions have opened up new avenues for creativity, storytelling, and
social commentary within the medium. Videogame zinesters have inspired others
to embrace DIY game development, resulting in a wave of innovative and
personal games that wouldn't have existed otherwise.

Furthermore, they have also influenced larger game studios to take risks and
explore unconventional themes and mechanics. Indie games, once seen as niche
and unprofitable, have gained widespread recognition and acclaim, leading to an
increased recognition of the value of artistic expression within the industry.

The Future of Videogame Zinesters



The future looks bright for videogame zinesters. As technology continues to
advance and game development tools become even more accessible, the
barriers to entry will continue to decrease.

With a growing audience that craves unique and unconventional gaming
experiences, videogame zinesters will continue to shape the industry. By offering
an alternative to mainstream games, they provide players with diverse
perspectives, thought-provoking narratives, and unforgettable experiences.

The rise of the videogame zinesters is a testament to the power of creativity,
inclusivity, and the human desire to tell stories. They have challenged the status
quo and proven that anyone can create games that have a meaningful impact.
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"Anna Anthropy is a key personality in the ongoing paradigm shift that is slowly
changing the way videogames are understood, by creators and players, and by
the wider culture." 
—Patrick Alexander, Eegra.com

"Equal parts autobiography, ethnography, and how-to manual, this book concisely
makes the case for the unique power of 'zinester' games."
—Adam Parrish, NYU's Interactive Telecommunication Program (Tisch School of
the Arts), and author of the ZZT game "Winter"

"These days, everybody can make and distribute a photograph, or a video, or a
book. Rise of the Videogame Zinesters shows you that everyone can make a
videogame, too. But why should they? For Anna Anthropy, it's not for fame or for
profit, but for the strange, aimless beauty of personal creativity.”
—Ian Bogost, Director, Graduate Program in Digital Media, Georgia Institute of
Technology

"Rise is a great guidebook to understanding—and more importantly, participating
in—this dynamically evolving culture." 
—Jim Munroe, co-founder of the Hand Eye Society and the Difference Engine
Initiative

“Here, Anna Anthropy demonstrates how people from every background and walk
of life are breaking free of the commercial cowardice of major publishers, and
bringing their individual visions of the game to life. . . . If game design is to be an
art, as those of us who love games fervently hope, it must be rescued from its
crushing commercial pressures. You can be a part of its future.” 
—Greg Costikyan, author of I Have No Mouth and I Must Design



"Anna gives the world of video games a crucial perspective from her seat of
authority within outsider culture, and illustrates how essential it is for the space to
empower voices of all kinds if it is to evolve."  
—Leigh Alexander, editor-at-large of Gamasutra
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